
Jimmy Kollintzas, who co-owns Side Street American Tavern in Tinley Park with his cousin Nick 
Kollintzas and wife Aileen, didn’t want to just fill a niche with their beefed-up tavern concept; 
the challenge was to create their own. 
 
Jimmy’s restaurant management studies at Purdue University Calumet (now Purdue University 
Northwest) and another successful restaurant venture, Jimmy K’s, in Hammond, Indiana, came 
in handy in the execution of this strategy. Knowing Side Street would have to offer more than a 
cool spot to watch sports and grub on burgers, Jimmy and his co-owners made sure guests who 
visited would find more than they bargained for: a 360-degree experience that encompasses 
multiple levels of dining, entertainment and a healthy injection of the social element. 
 
Side Street’s space is a contemporary and cavernous one with an 8,500-square-foot footprint 
outfitted with ample seating. There’s room for 350 inside with another 50 outside on an inviting 
patio, plus an event room complete with art donated by the Tinley Park Historical Society. 
There’s of course a full bar featuring sports-friendly TVs and daily happy hour, but also a bonus 
video gaming area. With this foundation, Side Street isn’t geared only for dining, but events 
that range the gamut from your grandparents’ 50th wedding anniversary to live music 
highlighting local talent that’s as diverse as it is foot-tappingly good, including everything from 
Sinatra-style swing to rock, classic rock, country, folk, Irish, Motown and more. Other regular 
events include Bar Bingo with a progressive jackpot and weeknight trivia.  
 
Obviously, atmosphere isn’t a problem. But Side Street does more than entertain and make a 
pretty backdrop for social media uploads. They also know how to tackle an appetite with pizazz. 
Enter: South Side native Victor Panteleon as chef. Together, the group set about curating a 
menu that would appeal widely, with what they term “updated versions of American classics.” 
Their hand-crafted burgers free from antibiotics and hormones are naturally big sellers with 
every kind of crowd from the sports fanatics to families, and patrons commonly remark on their 
Side Street Chips starter, piled with fresh house-made chips topped with grated parmesan and 
truffle aioli, sided with caramelized onion dip. The taco lineup is another popular category, 
ranging from the Tinga filled with flavorful shredded chicken, red onion, cilantro and crema to 
the Baha, made with battered Mahi-Mahi. Flatbreads, fresh salads and other handhelds 
including Pot Roast Grilled Cheese round out their casual offerings, as well as three varieties of 
Weezees, a sandwich staple borrowed from Jimmy K’s.  
 
It wouldn’t be a tavern without robust drink list, and that’s why Side Street features over 20 
hand-picked brews, some rotating and seasonal, others domestic and imported. The list also 
includes handcrafted cocktails and rose, white and red wines—any of which can make a perfect 
pairing with their food selections. 
 
Diners seeking a step up are appeased with Side Street’s entrée selections, including their 
trademark Cola Braised Volcano Pork Shank served with Carolina mopping sauce as well as 
dishes that range from sirloin steak and veggies finished with chimichurri sauce to North Creek 
Salmon prepared with your choice of style, Asian sesame or BBQ. Comfort foods like Turkey Pot 
Pie and Mac & Cheese that jive with the jolt of cold weather winter brings are also being added 



to the menu. Dining out wouldn’t be a decadent occasion without dessert, and Side Street 
doesn’t disappoint in this arena. In addition to desserts you can share or revel in on your own, 
including the OMG It’s Gluten Free Brownie and their Signature Bread Pudding that 
incorporates sweet cognac butter, they feature a list of digestifs from Irish Coffee to the silky 
sweet Chocolate Raspberry Kiss, crafted with chocolate and raspberry liquers mixed with coffee 
and finished with a dollop of whipped cream.  
 
Maybe Tinley Park thought it didn’t need another restaurant/tavern in the mix. Maybe it was 
happy, just muddling along with the status quo of pre-fab concepts. One can never be sure. But 
one thing’s for certain: dining out as an experience and not just an afterthought is here, and 
turning back would be a boring direction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


